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M O L E C U L A R  D I A G N O S T I C S  S O L U T I O N S

Advancements in human genotyping capabilities are driving 
demand for personalized medicine, and this, in turn, is 
fueling the rapid growth of molecular diagnostic (MDx) testing 
and complementary services. Meanwhile, the regulatory 
environment is changing at an exponential rate—the Office of 
the Inspector General recently introduced seven new lab-
related advisories within a 13 month period—so MDx labs run 
a significant risk of non-compliance that may frequently result 
in astronomical fees and recoupments. In addition, there are 
so many new MDx testing modalities that payors lack policies 
around them, so labs must prove that they are medically 
necessary and actionable for a given patient in order to get 
paid.

Whether you are an early-stage molecular diagnostic 
laboratory, an established lab experiencing growth, or a 
mature lab looking to gain efficiencies and develop new 
revenue streams, XIFIN offers technology solutions, consulting 
services, and industry advocacy that can help you navigate 
the complex and rapidly changing MDx laboratory business 
environment.

A Powerful Technology Platform Designed for 
Molecular Diagnostic Laboratories

The XIFIN Health Economics Optimization (HEO) Platform 
is the foundational technology that powers our solutions. 
XIFIN HEO is strategically designed to meet the complex 
needs of molecular diagnostic laboratories through automated 
workflows, deep interoperability with external technologies and 
systems, collaboration tools, and enterprise-class business 
intelligence.  

Plus, XIFIN HEO is cloud-based, freeing labs from having to 
install and maintain costly IT infrastructure, software updates, 

and new releases. It makes it easy to extend the capabilities 
of the platform and to share information with other systems, 
resulting in increased efficiency and productivity, as well as 
more accurate and timely information across the enterprise and 
externally. 

Solutions That Provide a Competitive 
Advantage

XIFIN has key solutions that are specifically designed to meet 
the needs of molecular diagnostic laboratories: XIFIN RPM is 
a complete revenue performance management solution; XIFIN 
LIS Anywhere is a comprehensive, web-based laboratory 
information system with a molecular module; XIFIN ProNet 
is our physician collaboration solution; and XIFIN Business 
Intelligence combines clinical and financial data for accurate, 
meaningful analytics that inform sound business decisions.

XIFIN RPM – XIFIN RPM, XIFIN’s comprehensive revenue 
performance management solution, features workflow 
functionality designed to help molecular diagnostic laboratories 
maximize their claims revenue by submitting clean claims 
up-front, as well as for tracking those claims throughout the 
adjudication process. In fact, XIFIN RPM’s workflows are so 
streamlined that many MDx labs see a significant reduction 
in time spent on claims production, meaning that billing staff 
can be reallocated to where they’re needed most—back-end 
work that ensures your claims are getting paid. With XIFIN 
RPM, you can track what needs to be paid and what needs to 
be appealed. You can even sort and create bulk appeals by 
denial type and payor. The RPM system also allows labs and 
physicians to upload documents supporting medical necessity 
for testing for easy accessibility at the request of the payor and 
to package along with appeals. XIFIN Business Intelligence 
tools further provide insight into which appeals are successful, 



how much payment results from that appeal, and where 
additional information could be useful in overturning denials. 

For qualified MDx laboratories who are not yet ready to directly 
manage their own billing, XIFIN offers outsourced billing 
services. Leveraging XIFIN RPM and our industry expertise, 
our team can set up a winning program that maximizes dollars 
collected. Then, when your organization is ready, smoothly 
transition to in-house billing without leaving XIFIN RPM.

XIFIN LIS Anywhere – XIFIN LIS Anywhere is a powerful, 
web-based laboratory information system that integrates all 
the critical components of molecular diagnostic laboratory 
workflows, including accessioning, “cradle-to-grave” barcode-
based specimen tracking, workflow management, billing, and 
comprehensive summary reporting.

With XIFIN LIS Anywhere, labs can securely connect to other 
systems and organizations, such as hospital EMRs, doctor 
offices, billing software, and laboratory systems. XIFIN LIS 
Anywhere reduces operating costs, increases efficiency of 
reporting processes, increases laboratory testing capacity, 
improves data quality, shortens turnaround time, and optimizes 
laboratory assets. 

XIFIN ProNet – XIFIN ProNet, our physician collaboration 
solution, lets molecular diagnostic and anatomic pathology 
laboratories securely collaborate with multidisciplinary teams 
online and in real time. It includes universal digital slide 
capabilities—a turnkey online tool that does not depend 
on proprietary digital slide accessibility or closed network 
integration—and can handle large image files. XIFIN ProNet 
also features aggregated reporting capabilities that include 
both MDx, pathology tests and other modality reports in one 
easy-to-view screen. It can also manage the consultation 
process from referral through payment, improving quality 
assurance, minimizing risk, and opening up important 
secondary revenue streams.

XIFIN Business Intelligence – XIFIN HEO features world-
class, enterprise-level financial and operational business 
intelligence tools that use real-time dashboards and reports 
to provide timely, accurate insight into your business’s 
performance and enable you to make informed business 
decisions. Built on XIFIN’s extensive data warehouse, our 
business intelligence leverages data from our highly accurate 
system. With 100 percent reconciliation, interoperability that 
minimizes the introduction of errors, and GAAP and Sarbanes-
Oxley compliance, you can count on the financial integrity of 
your data.

XIFIN Business Intelligence provides powerful insights 
designed specifically to meet the needs of molecular 
diagnostic laboratories. Leveraging XIFIN’s industry-wide 
data set provides understanding of best practices, while at the 
operational level, you can view percentage of clean claims, 
denials by payor, amount being denied, type and length of 
denial, and many other useful insights.

Consulting Services for Every Stage of Your 
Business

Whether you are an early stage company bringing a new 
molecular diagnostic concept to market, or a mature company 
seeking to improve reimbursement processes and stay ahead 
of regulatory changes, XIFIN offers a comprehensive range 
of commercialization reimbursement consulting services that 
can be specifically tailored for your organization’s development 
stage. 

A Culture of Advocacy on Behalf of Molecular 
Diagnostic Laboratories

As a company, XIFIN has a corporate culture of advocacy, 
and this is particularly beneficial in the reimbursement-
challenged molecular diagnostic space. XIFIN’s rich repository 
of aggregated data provides insights into trends across the 
industry, enabling us to collaborate with industry organizations 
in developing policies and legislation that support molecular 
diagnostic laboratories. Our advocacy does not stop there—we 
also use that information to work with payors to bring new MDx 
testing modalities in-network, and to establish appropriate 
reimbursement rates.

Strategic and Tactical Insights to Advance 
Your Business

XIFIN’s Health Economics Optimization Platform and billing, 
laboratory information, and collaboration solutions form the 
technological foundation for MDx laboratories looking to 
stay ahead of the curve in this incredibly fast-paced, rapidly 
changing, and complex business environment. XIFIN’s rich 
business intelligence, and consulting services will arm you with 
the strategic and tactical insights that’ll take your business to 
the next level.
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